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Is tree bark biotic or abiotic

In this post, we explain the life and careers of 14 of the most influential fashion designers of the 20th century, from Cristobal Balenciaga to Paco Raban. Cristobal Balenciaga Cristobal Balenciaga was born on January 21, 1985, in getaria, a small fishing village in spain's Basque Country. From its humble
beginnings, Balenciaga has built a fashion career known as an innovator in fashion. As a child, Balenciaga spent much of his time with his mother, who worked as a seamstress. In 1919 Balenciaga opened its first couture house in San Sebastian, Spain. His work was well accepted and courtesy of the
Spanish royal family and nobles. The Spanish Civil War forced Balenciaga to close its boutiques, but he could not be easily deterred. Balenciaga moved his work to Paris, where he opened his first runway show in August 1937 with a collection inspired by the Spanish Renaissance. French media praised
Balenciaga in 1939, and everyone wanted access to his collection. He didn't fit the framework of ordinary fashion design that people could see. Instead of the hourglass shape promoted by Christian Dior at the time, Balenciaga made allowances for her designs, independently of each woman's body. Since
1953, Balenciaga has introduced highly innovative designs to bring new silhouettes to women in fashion. Balenciaga's features are known for its waistline, square shoulders, open neck, broad shoulders and loose waistline. Balenciaga surprised the fashion world with his skills until the 1960s. He was
creative in his fabrics and heeded his designs. His clients appreciated the details and attention to detail of his designs to ensure the garment was praised by the wearer. Cristobal Balenciaga closed his couture house in 1968, and it didn't hide the disappointment of fans and customers. Four years later, on
March 24, 1972, he died in Spain. Even though he passed away, Balenciaga's house continued. His nephews took over the business, and Nicholas Gesquiere was hired to house Balenciaga in 1995. Gesquiere was initially hired as a designer but soon became creative director of the House in 1997.
Today, Balenciaga House is partnering with the Gucci Group to prepare wear, shoes and accessories for men and women around the world. The Balenciaga fashion house is faithful to the couture that truly inspired many in the 21st century. Pierre Balmain's name is no longer recognizable to the general
population, his work says itself. As one of the most important fashion designers of the 1950s, his creative brilliance was inspired by the elegant and iconic gowns worn by the legendary designer. Born on May 18, 1914, in Savoy, France, his family operated a fashion boutique. His artistic talents were first
focused on architectural research. Its architectural background has since influenced his clothing design, and he explained that dressmaking was the architecture of the movement to him. In 1945, Balmain founded the fashion house Maison Balmain. His style was refined and elegant, and he became
famous around the world for his skill in perfecting luxurious looks. A bell-shaped skirt with a small waist influenced Dior, designing the iconic uniform of a Singapore Airlines flight attendant. In the U.S., he helped popularize stalls or shawls for day and evening wear. His sith dress under the jacket became
fashionable, and he experimented with French lace. For a time, he played a role in the private couture of Sirikit, Queen of Thailand. Balmain has expanded his design to include perfumes. Bent Butt was the first commercially successful fragrance launched in 1947. His other fragrances included Madame
Jolie in 1953 and Ivoir in 1979. He even added a Swiss watch to his collection. The passion for clothing design later motivated Balmain to get their hands on the costume design with fantastic results. Pierre Balmain was nominated for a Tony Award for Best Costume Design in the 1980 Broadway musical
Happy New Year, and won the Drama Desk Award for Outstanding Costume Design. He was also the chief designer of The Millionaire's Sophia Loren in 1960. Pierre also worked with 16 films, including Brigitte Bardo, Vivien Leigh and Mae West. Balmain was bishop of the Maison Balmain until his death
in 1982. The company continued to work for several hours after his death and saw Oscar de la Renta as artistic director for several years. Balmain recorded his life in an autobiography titled My Life and Seasons. Millionaires [DVD] Sophia Loren, Peter Sellers, Alastair Sim (actor) Anthony Askis (director) George Bernard Shaw (writer) - Dimitri de Grunwald (producer) Audience Ratings: Universal, suitable for pierre cardin Pierre Cardin's career in fashion, began before World War II and has since expanded through the decades since. He briefly served his country during that war, but returned full-time to the
textile and apparel industries in the mid-1940s. By the time it was 1950, he had worked for five years as head of the cutting floor work room under Christian Dior, and was well suited to launch his first collection. Pierre Cardin is the owner of more than 500 patents in fashion, architecture and other
industries and is said to have never borrowed money from the bank. Pierre Cardin's sharp business sense and sharp design outlook made him known as one of France's top designers. Since then until 1960. His characteristic geometric shape patterns shaped elated hipster fashion for a year and made
his ensemble pieces feel futuristic. Pierre Cardin had a revolutionary look in his infamous miniskirt, often paired with bright colour and printed pantyhose. During this period, Cardin's designs were widely sold throughout the UK and US luxury department stores. Pierre Cardin kept the era through the
fashion visions of the late 1950s and 1960s. The widespread use of new technologies and fabrics such as silver vinyl reflected the space race between the U.S. and the USSR. He also created large zippers and helmet-like headpieces reminiscent of astronaut equipment. He even made pieces of
accessory jewelry made from hammers. Pierre Cardin is also a fashion designer for the 1960s action and adventure television program Avengers. Just as he was aware of the obscene lifestyle changes of the 1950s to the 1960s, he prepared to wear a collection for men in 1959 and created a collection for
women a few years later. Around that time he left Haute Couture fashion for more mainstream styling and products that could be sold to a larger public. In the mid-60s, Pierre Cardin even launched a children's line. It wasn't as heady and futuristic as his other collections, but it was still highly regarded.
Pierre Cardin is a true fashion icon. Bonnie Cassin reflected on everyday wear through the functioning of British women in society during the first decades of the 20th century. A wardrobe full of intricate garments that are shrunk and controlled. After World War II, women were relieved of their duty to
manage the home front, increasing ambiguity about the role of women in society, until the explosion of feminism in the 1960s. A new wave of women required a new wave of fashion. Combining form and practicality to build a reputation in the fashion industry, American fashion designer Bonnie Cashin
revolutionized women's sportswear, delivering feminine, functional and cool clothing to modern women. Prior to the 1960s, Cassin designed costumes for theaters and produced comfortable, protective uniforms for women serving in the military during and after World War II. Cassin has walked away from
the very structural and robust fashion that has caught women in place over the past few decades, instead making garments that require minimal darts and seams in rectangular-based silhouettes for simpler, less demanding couture. In the early 1960s, as the female population moved into spades, cassin
evolved women's handbags to meet the needs of modern working women. When she launched the coach tax line, A company aimed primarily at men at the time, she closed innovative hardware such as signature toggles, creatively using them for wedding functions and forms. Career women carried
Cassin's designs on their shoulders and went to the office to prove that they weren't just decorative styles. Cassin is known for its pioneering women's sportswear, defined as comfortable, casual clothing that can be worn by any woman in any season. Sportswear was a high-functioning fashion that
matched the attitude of the emerging feminist spirit. The 1960s were a time of experimentation, innovation and progress. The mobilization of youth culture influenced the outcome of the century because the new generation did not collectively follow suit. As the '60s became more about equality and simpler
going back to the '70s, a more organic approach became key. Bonnie Cassin's innovative approach to fashion provided a metaphor for the femininity traditionally considered masculine, and forever changed the landscape of women's clothing. In the 1960s, French fashion designer and couturier André
Courrèges maintains a mythical status around the world with his innovations and trend-setting designs. As his style evolved from the purest of simple, basic mode designs to his iconic space-age works, Kurege's name is now almost universal. His name was branded haute couture, ready-to-wear, and was
eventually licensed for less quality clothing. Kurege was born in Pau, France, in 1923. He originally studied to become a civil engineer, but quickly took a different turn when he moved to Paris and began working for a fashion house. He started his line in 1961, but in 1964 he became a superstar when he
launched a characteristic 1960s work of modern times. Andre Courrèges' first design was beautifully simple, featuring geometric silhouettes of squares, triangles and trapezoidal shapes. Strictly crafted in bold, eye-popping shades, highlighted by knee-high boots and round sunglasses, the garment bed
his trademark. But most of his clothes - colorful and pure white - were shaded in his signature colors. In three years, he has earned a reputation as one of the most creative designers in Paris. His next collection features something the fashion world has never seen before - space-inspired clothing. Crafted
from plastic-like materials and finished with accessories such as goggles, crash helmets and boots, Courréges' space-age collection quickly became popular. Featuring an impressive seam and a clean, thin look, it was a marvel of its time. In the later years of André Courege, his collection certainly
changed to a different style. neon-coloured jersey dress, barely-there swimsuit, sequin-trimmed jumpsuit, The style of the coverall, courréju of the color of the mountain color has constantly changed and evolved. But his genius in creating sexy, flattering and innovative designs never wavered. The Kurege
brand is still alive today, but it is virtually dead in the fashion world with little or no wear. Andre Kureges sold his line to a ready-to-wear company in 1985 and died of cancer. He will always be remembered for his iconic style and as part of the 1960s fashion movement. Jacques Paz The postwar fashion
climate of the 1950s was a bridge to the uncertain period of the war-torn 40s and the revolutionary oversonants of the 1960s. Emerging designers created clothing suitable to celebrate the end of the war, a haute couture fashion that blossomed at the tail end of World War II. The 1950s are known as one
of the most important times in fashion, and retreats such as A-line skirts and cosy cardigans that are still popular in modern times are testament to that. French designer Jacques Paz was a fashion leader in the 1950s and is called the same designer as Christian Dior and Pierre Balmain. Jacques Paz was
born in 1912 to an artistically inclined family at maison-lapithe, where his great-grandfathers were fashion illustrators and writers, respectively. As well as two books, Fars frequented museum exhibitions to teach fashion. In 1944, at the young age of 32, Fath founded his own era fashion line in France and
called his 1950s collection Lily, which included full, swing skirts for women riding bicycles to avoid strict gasoline rationing. Pars became the first designer to export clothing to the United States in its four years of founding. Pars was criticized by his French colleagues, but his clothes were not only picked
up by Neiman Marcus, but the department store also awarded him the Excellence in Service award in fashion. Fath's foray into American fashion has let Hollywood stars such as Greta Garbo and Ava Gardner wear her designs, and Rita Hayworth decided to wear one of her creations as a wedding dress.
Not only did the American elite wear Fath, but the designer also reached out to foster some of the most respected and relevant names in fashion, and eventually hire a young, talented assistant to his house who came to start his line. These assistants were Hubert de Givenci, Guy LaRoche and Valentino
Garavani. Pars died of leukemia in 1954, and a few years later his Haute Couture line closed. Despite successful campaigns including perfumes, perfumes and accessories, his fashion house sold in 2006. Simplicity is the first thing that comes to mind when you think of Roy Halston Frowick, known in the
fashion world simply as Halston. Talented Fashion Started in the 1950s as a hat maker and co-designer of the acclaimed fashion designer Lilly Dache, Hasston made a name for herself in the '60s when she sees first lady Jacqueline Kennedy wearing Haston's famous pillbox hat design to her husband's
inauguration. From there, he had nowhere to go but back up. Rejecting the looks of ethnic peasants popularized by European designers, Halston made a shocking contribution to the world of womenswear by appearing on a fashion show at Versailles in 1973. Halston's design embodies minimalism and
conceptual art while maintaining the ideals of femininity and beauty, delivering unique and stunning outfits to all renowned clients. That same year, he joined forces with Norton Simon Industries to produce menswear and perfumes, but he had limited success because he refused to put his name to
something he did not personally design and supervise. However, Halston was not happy with the upper crustman dressing. He tried to dress every woman in America. At the time, high-end fashion professionals designing clothes for women with all levels of income were controversial, but Halston was able

to offer women around the world clothes that could look and be glamorous without breaking the bank. Also in an interview with the New York Times, he revealed that he wanted to wear model thin women by giving flattering clothes to women who were fashionable and not current but had larger figures.
Perhaps one of Helton's most famous garments was an ultra suede shirt waist dress. Shirt waist dresses have already been a well-known fashion choice now since the early 1900s, but Halston's version, released in 1972, was made up of washing machine materials that the average woman could afford,
maintain, and feel confident wearing. Halston's bold design and appreciation of simple beauty convinced him that his label quickly became a household name. Even after he died in 1990, the bold designs of the 1970s were still seen in the fashion world as comfort food and timeless pleasures. According to
Givenci's official website, Hubert de Givenci arrived in the Paris Haute Couture fashion world in 1952 after studying with famous Parisian designers such as Jacques Paz, Robert Peake and Lucien Lelong. That year, Givenie introduced his separation line, which featured a simple skirt and a top with
bulging sleeves. Givensy, however, is perhaps best known for her designs, which have highlighted her love affair with women's forms. his work showed the women's The distinctive femininity of the shoulders or strapless bodice on the small waist and skirt popped beautifully from just below the knee to the
others who barely cleaned the floor. His design completed the look by wearing a dress and matching stalls made of the same material. A casual encounter with Audrey Hepburn turned out to be very favorable to Givenie. In 1953, he was about to meet With Katharine Hepburn when Audrey Hepburn
appeared. Thus, after more than 40 years of starting a professional relationship that would span, Hepburn inspired Givenie to create some of his most beautiful pieces and then modeled them for him on and off screen. Givencie became one of the top designers for both stars and royalty, wearing beautiful
women such as Lauren Bacall, Elizabeth Taylor, Jacqueline Kennedy, Princess Grace of Monaco and Hepburn. At the end of the decade, Hubert de Givenci came up with a design that runs contrary to famous things like beautiful form-fitting gowns. The shapeless Kemyssein sack dress was a shapeless
straight-up-and-down dress. However, it was caught up in women's fashion for the fact that the women who wore it felt liberated from the constraints of form fitting clothing. Givensh was one of the first designers to realize that women wanted designer clothing but didn't necessarily want to wait for it to be
customized for them. In 1953, he launched his own luxury fashion line and opened a retail store in Paris to serve food to women around the world. And the rest is history. Norman Hartnell Norman Hartnell was a dressmaker and British fashion designer for the British royal family. From an early age, he had
a great talent for design and sketching, but he began designing clothes until he studied architecture at Cambridge. He started his own dressmaking business in 1923 and began his career by making his name as one of Britain's most popular couturier. Located in central London, Norman Hartnell's shop
has received visits from socialites, artists, film stars and royalty, where it has become famous. His style is known for his complex and extravagantly embroidered gowns, using fabrics such as satin and tulle. His first wedding dress was described as the eighth wonders of the world when lord Weymouth's
bride wore it at her wedding. Since then, hundreds of socialites and celebrities have wanted to dress him, even though his clothes are very luxury and not excessive traditional fashion because of his theatrical and costume-like style. In the words of an English designer, simplicity is the death of the soul.
The first big break came in 1935. Lady Montague Douglas Scott and the royal commission into making dresses for bridesmaids, two of them Princess Elizabeth and Margaret. Norman Hartnell was officially selected as a royal dressmaker in 1938. But in 1953, he created the Queen's remarkable
coronation dress, a dress that had a huge impact on Dior's new collection, and took a new step towards feminism in the postwar period. It is widely recognized as an iconic royal costume. At the beginning of the 21st century, Norman Hartnell's fashion house was still dressed up as the Queen Mother. After
his death in 1979, French couturier Mark Bohan was to continue his legacy. But in the recession of the early 1990s, Norman Hartnell closed in 1992. Nevertheless, his personal legacy, his royal dress, is still alive in history books and museums, and his name is recognised as one of the royal family's most
influential dress makers. Charles James knows better than British-American designer Charles James that too often fashion fads replace the lack of vision - finding inspiration for his classic ball gowns in elegant silhouettes of belle esfoke. Often described as america's first courteous man, James was also
one of the first designers to understand that haute couture is a kind of art. An early support for the Brooklyn Museum's Design Institute, which first exhibited his work in 1948, he foreshadowed the influence of venerable institutions such as the Metropolitan Museum of Art Costume Institute and the
Museum of London in a rapidly changing kaleidoscope into the commercial fashion world. James's gown approached the design with the single heart of a structural engineer while certainly adorning the features of femininity. His construction skills placed corsets, bones and wires, placing a subtly tonal
palette of colorful fabrics in an elegant swirl, as if carved rather than draped. Under his guidance, Chun ignored the laws of gravity. James designed a wide range of clothes, including tailored daywear and coats and cape lines, and hoped to transform into a lucrative ready-to-wear line, but he was most
famous for his beautiful ball gowns. His ball gowns were not comfortable to wear, but they failed to dissuade the richest and most beautiful social swans of his time, with women such as Babe Farley, Austin Hurst, Dominique de Menil and Marietta Tree wearing and coveting them. Charles James's
aesthetic had a huge impact on the fashion industry at the time, with better-known contemporaries such as Cristobal Balenciaga and Christian Dior. James's 1947 Paris collection was a European fashion highlight of the year. But massive material success ironically excluded him because of his
perfectionism. He was hardly satisfied the first iteration of his design, and will work again and again; Therefore, when customers ordered new clothing, the garments were often delivered late or sometimes not at all. A closer look at James's famous hand-quilted jacket, now in the collection of London's
Victoria and Albert Museum, presents several evidence of sewing and sewing clothes before finally measuring his strict standards. Forgotten for a time, Charles James is today known for his genius in achieving parity for the first time between European fashion and high-end American design. Yves Saint
Laurent dresses from the Mondrian collection, 1965Mondrianmod ute fariz, japonnen gemaaakt door Yves Saint Laurent, de Modelen at the Hagse Gémeente Museum.*12 Yanuari 1960s was a year of rapid social, political and cultural change. All the time of change is reflected in fashion and the 1960s
are a perfect example of this. And certainly, a new era of clothing was born when the Yves Saint Laurent clothing brand was founded in 1962. In the early 1950s, the style was still simple, but colors brightened, and costume elements such as giant buttons and bold patterns were over-emphasized. In
1963, the restrictive relationship of the 1950s was being cut into clothing items such as bikinis, a shift from swimwear to the present day. Jackie Kennedy's style was imitated by women around the world, including neat jackets, pillbox hats and oversized sunglasses. In the mid-1960s, bold colours and
geometric patterns were fully introduced, such as dresses inspired by Yves Saint Laurent's Piet Mondrian. Skirts were higher, mods and rockers started a fashion war - slim lining, bell bottoms, leather jackets vs. preppy looks, oiled big hair and jeans. In 1966, Laurent published Le Smoking Tuxedo Suits
for Women – an experimental and controversial move that was accepted by mixed reviews but ultimately seen as a sign of empowerment for women. That same year, he pushed the notion of being ready to wear women's clothes. Laurent used the first black model in his show, reflecting a social and
cultural shift in attitudes towards race. In the mid-1960s, fashion lovers had a variety of ways to express themselves in ways that were previously impossible. Laurent's release of his collection La Saharienne in the late 1960s broke the mould once again with his love of Africa-inspired safari collections. The
second half of the 10 years saw the beginning of a slide into the hippie, psychedelic movement. Many women dressed in androgynth style no longer focused on feminine looks, revealing their independence. Nevertheless, the Mary Quant miniskirt was a hit with many women, with high neck sweaters and
knee-high suede boots. The late 1960s were indeed The reversal of counterculture with trendy young people challenges the status quo in fashion, music and politics, and advances ahead of them. Emilio Pucci Emilio Pucci's fashion signature prints have been revealed in history. Often imitated, these
colorful patterns became icons, the pinnacle of psychedelic fashion. These motifs made their way to homewares and pop culture memory. The dance flow of the pooch's geometric patterns evokes the elegant lines of Art Nouvo while also evokes distinct hallucinations. Echoing in the early light shows of
psychedelic rock concerts, this vividly coloured blur dates back to an ancient description also known as 'Dreamtime', a sacred space entered by shamans. Sixty was certainly a time of dreams and hopes. Perhaps humanity's collective subconscious has flowed into a stunning wearable piece created and
inspired by Emilio Pucci. Emilio Pucci designed a new image for the Braniff airline in the late '60s to create one of the most memorable stewardess uniforms in history. The highlight of his uniform product was the 'bubble helmet', a clear plastic hood that affected the mode of air providing room staff with a
space-aged appearance. In collaboration with the U.S. Space Program, Emilio Pooch also designed patches worn by apollo 15 astronauts in the summer of 1971. Fashion designer Emilio Puchi impressed in turbulent times. While controversy over rising hemlines and gender-bending hairstyles has been
cast, Emilio Puchi was creating his signature pattern that would become a symbol of the times. Today, the Pooch brand, led by the designer's daughter, still has a respectable position in the luxury goods market with its clothing and accessories line. With its signature pattern, silk scarves are a popular way
to incorporate the current classic pooch print into your wardrobe. Pucci's work is favored by collectors in the '60s of his distinctly flowing abstract prints. One of the earliest luxury brands, the Pucci collection has always used the best textiles and workmanship. Vintage clothing with pooch labels often
surpasses the price of modern couture. Examples of designers' work are featured in many museum collections about their impact on both fashion and contemporary art. Mary Quant You can't discuss the fashion of the 1960s without mentioning a single name: Mary Quant. The innovative designer helped
bring miniskirts, hot pants and patterned stockings into the mainstream. Her influence has reached far away, and her modality is still worn by some of the most fashion-conscious women walking the streets today. Mary He was born in Blackhis on February 11, 1934. She originally studied illustration at
university and was drawn to fashion when she started working as a couture miller. In 1955, Mary Quant and her husband opened their first clothing store, Bazaar. She made a name for herself selling funky dresses and colorful stockings. She was soon fascinated by what the manufacturer offered, so she
hired a dress maker and began designing clothing in her London apartment. Her original line offered Mary Quant little critical or financial success. In 1963, U.S.-based department store J.C penny was provided with the opportunity to design a line that would reinvigorate his image. Her popularity
skyrocketed in the mid-60s with the introduction of micro minis and plastic raincoats. This boom lasted 10 years when her hot pants flew off the shelves, and on the buttocks of young women across the UK and US. Mary Quant revolutionized women's clothes that have not been seen since the flapper era
of the 1920s. Fashion has not been presented in the stuffy couture houses of Paris and Milan, but about youth and vitality. Women of all ages and social statuses were able to walk the streets of London, New York or Cleveland wearing designer items that were considered the height of fashion. Her unique
influence was even seen in the world of music. Singer Donovan Leitch mentioned the name Mary Quant in her 1967 song Sunny South Kensington. In the 1970s, Mary Quant's focus shifted from fashion to homewares, makeup, home funneling and even her own wine brand. Her role became one of the
consultants for the past three years, and in 2000, she resigned from her cosmetics company Mary Quant, the company Paco Raban Pakoravan metal and plastic dress, and in 1967 the original uploader was Calliopezen from English Wikipedia. – Previously from en.wikipedia to the Commons, CC BY-SA
2.0, Paco Raban, perhaps best known for the costume design of the film Barbarella, embodies the spirit of the 1960s: a time when the charm of the old world gave way to innovation and experimentation that would define generations. Born Francisco Rananeda Cuervo in San Sebastian, Spain, in 1934, he
left Spain for France with his mother after the start of the Spanish Civil War. But in 1966, he made his way into his line. Paco Laban, who founded his home, was looking to revolutionize fashion using innovative materials. By adopting materials that deviated from unconventional fabrics, he was able to
create designs that had not yet been realized in the fashion world. He notes his Unconventional materials stemming from his interest in architecture. His first collection included dresses made of cardboard, metal, progress and traditional fabrics. His early designs featured metal plates reminiscent of
ancient armor, but he adapted this design to the more complex Patterson of smaller plates. His main focus was to capture light in his designs. From the beginning, he was essential to transforming new and unconventional materials into the fashion world. Another major focus of Paco Raban was his
innovation in nostalgia. His first fragrance, Callandr, premiered in 1969 with a bottle circled with metal. His nostalgia for Paco Raban pouring homme, sports and paco was all innovative at the time. Most of his perfumes are a combination of wood scents that complement the clothing style that is ahead of
the times. He created a line of disposable paper clothing wrapped in envelopes in 1966. After 34 years of innovation, Paco Laban has closed its Haute Couture line, making it a fashion staple that allows you to focus on paco clothing's paco line. Rumors are running that Laban will return to the runway in
2009. Primarily active in the 1960s, Laban revolutionized fashion with perfumes. But he will always remember non-standard fashion materials and unrivalled haute couture as innovative uses. Unmatched.
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